Flood Report
Basic Information
Hub and
Governorate

Topography
of the site

☐ located at
flood course
☐ Mountainous
☐ Valley
☐ Plain
☐ Coastal

Initial
Figures
(HHs):

District
and
location

Site Name
English:

Site Name
Arabic:

☐ Yes
Land
☐ No
agreement ☐ other,
specify

Date of
Episode

Reported by

Verified by
(Partner
Name):

Verified
Figures
(HHs):

Access Constraints
Obstruction to
access the
location/site:

 No obstruction to access
 Damage to bridge
 Damage to culverts
 Damage to access roads
 Security constraints
 Other (please specify

Is this location/site
located in a flood
prone zone? (select
all that apply)

 Yes, near a drainage channel
 Yes, in the steep slope
 Yes, agriculture lands
 No, not located in the flood
prone zone
 Don’t know/ No answer

Are there any shelter
needs?

☐Maintenance/Repair
☐Plastic sheets
☐Wooden poles\ plates
☐ Replacement
☐ new

Shelter\NFIs Needs

What is the type of
shelters on the
site?

☐ ESKs
☐ Transitional Shelters
☐ Makeshift Shelters
☐ Collective centers/unfinished
buildings
☐ Others (please specify the
type) ……

Partially(livable):

completely (non- livable):

How many shelters were affected?

Are there any NFIs
needs?

☐ Core\ Basic NFIs
☐ Bedding Kit
☐ No

When was the shelter installed?
When was the NFIs received?
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Briefly describe how
the floods affected
the ability to use the
NFIs they previously
had
Have these needs &
gaps been referred to
relevant partner?

☐ Yes, referred to ……………
Date ...... \.........\2021.
☐ No (and explain why )

Food
`Are there any food needs on
the site?
If yes, when was the last food
assistance distributed on the
site?

If yes, what was the modality?

If yes, how many food kits were
swiped out?

☐ yes
☐ No

If yes, by whom was the last
......\.....\2021. food assistance distributed on
the site?
Comments including identifying
the number of affected families
who receive food assistance and
who do not?

☐in Kind
☐Cash

WASH

Are there any WASH
needs on the site?

☐ Yes
☐ NO

If yes, please specify with numbers

Is there any stagnant
water on the site?

☐ Yes
☐ NO

If Yes, what is approximate depth of
stagnant water? (in centimeters)

☐ Yes
☐ NO

Are there any flushed latrines/septic
tanks? If yes, please specify with
Numbers

If stagnant water, are
there any mechanisms
/preparedness tackled
by the community to
drainage the stagnant
water?
Further Comments

Health
Describe the health issue and mention some details,
such as the number of injured or died persons .and
diseases may be appeared due to floods.

How far is the nearest functional health facility?
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☐latrines, # ………….
☐ HK, # ………….
☐ Water, # ………….
☐ Water Tank, # ………….
☐ Others (like water
rehabilitation, please mention
more details) # ………….

☐latrines, # ………….
☐ Septic Tanks, # ………….

Protection
Is there any personal/ legal documentations loss? If yes,
how many HHs did they lose their personal/ legal
documentations due to the flooding?
If Wash facilities are damaged; Available water source
and its distance from site, what will women/girls do until
latrines fixed?
If the site is muddy how people with limited mobility
(elderly, people with disability, pregnant, etc.) can move
within the site?
Are there any needs for psychosocial issues due to the
flooding?
Further Comments
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Have these
needs &
gaps been
referred?

referred to?

Assessment Status of
respective Partner

Yes /No

Date,
Partner
name, email
of focal
point

(Ongoing/Completed/No)

Cluster

Shelter NFI

FOOD

WASH

Health

protection
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Delivered Response

# of HHs
assisted

Date

respond by
(partner
name)

Under Coordination Response

remaining
gaps

# of HHs
will be
assisted

when
(Date)

will be
respond by

expected
gaps, (If
any)
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